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A rigorous profile arising from orthogonal lines,

softened to ensure seating comfort. Alexander is

absolute purity and harmony of shapes, emphasized by

small refined details. Available with armrests of

different heights, it was created on the structure of a

bed to guarantee maximum comfort even in a relaxed

position. As a pearl necklace around the neck is the

final touch to the dress, so Alexander is the sofa that

makes the living room unique and sophisticated.
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Technical features

Structure

Seat structure in epoxy painted high

resistance tubular steel, solid wood and

plywood. Springing in steam-curved

beech slats. Backrest and armrest

structure in solid wood and balanced

plywood. Padding in high resilience

polyurethane foam with different

densities. Seat cover in high resilience

polyurethane foam coupled with nylon

jersey. Armrest and back covering in heat-

bonded fiber coupled with nylon jersey.

Upholstery

The upholstery is available in all the

fabrics and leathers of Mussi collection.

Cushions

Seat cushion padding in high- resilience

shaped plyurethane foam. Seat cushion

upholstery in thermobonded fiber

coupled with cotton. Back cushions in

certified Assopiuma Gold label goose

down (over 90% goose down) channeled

in an Assopiuma certified breathable

cotton lining.

Removability

The covering of the structure and

cushions is completely removable by

opening the hinges and detaching the

Velcro anchoring. The seat cushion is

fixed to the structure of the armrests with

Velcro-covered fabric. The cover is

removable in both fabric and leather

versions.

Bases

Polished chromed steel feet.

Sitting comfort

Sofa with a stiffer seat thanks to the

springing in wooden slats which makes it

comfortable even as a possible bed. The

seat depth can be adjusted with the help

of the back cushions.

Maintenance

Squeezing is necessary for the correct

maintenance of the feather cushions on

the back: slam the cushions vigorously in

order to rearrange the feathers inside.

The height of the foot allows easy

cleaning under the sofa.

Warnings

The long single cushions can accentuate

the normal light settling of the covering

fibers by presenting folds on the cushions

over time. When washing the fabric cover,

follow the indications on the product

sheet and cover the Velcro parts that

could damage the fabric during washing
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Technical specifications

Armchair with low armrest 110 cm - P110  Sofa with low armrest 130 cm - D130

Sofa with low armrest 170 cm - D170  Sofa with low armrest 190 cm - D190

Sofa with low armrest 210 cm - D210  Sofa with low armrest 230 cm - D230
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Sofa with low armrest 250 cm - D250  Armchair with high armrest 116 cm - PA116

Sofa with high armrest 136 cm - AA136  Sofa with high armrest 176 cm - AA176

Sofa with high armrest 196 cm - AA196  Sofa with high armrest 216 cm - AA216

Sofa with high armrest 236 cm - AA236  Sofa with high armrest 256 cm - AA256
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Sofa with high and low armrest 173 cm - AB173*  Sofa with high and low armrest 173 cm - AB173*

Sofa with high and low armrest 193 cm - AB193*  Sofa with high and low armrest 193 cm - AB193*

Sofa with high and low armrest 213 cm - AB213*  Sofa with high and low armrest 233 cm - AB233*

Sofa with high and low armrest 233 cm - AB233*  Sofa with high and low armrest 253 cm - AB253*
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Sofa with high and low armrest 253 cm - AB253*  Terminal element with low armrest 90 cm - TB90

Terminal element with low armrest 110 cm - TB110  Terminal element with low armrest 153 cm - TB153

Terminal element with low armrest 173 cm - TB173

Terminal element with low armrest 193 cm - TB193
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Terminal element with low armrest 213 cm - TB213

Terminal element with low armrest 233 cm - TB233

Terminal element with high armrest 153 cm - TA153  Terminal element with high armrest 173 cm - TA173

Terminal element with high armrest 193 cm - TA193  Terminal element with high armrest 213 cm - TA213
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Terminal element with high armrest 233 cm - TA233  Pouf 90 cm - PF90

* It can also be used for compositions as an angular element.
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